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Abstract
A variable-length protein genotype space
(the whole amino-acid sequence space) is
mathematically analyzed and a lower threshold density for adequate connectivity of functional (viable) genotypes is estimated. Func-

(Here and throughout the paper, we consider
the protein genotype space as the amino-acid
sequence space in which points represent the
amino-acid sequences of the proteins.) Since
non-functional proteins quickly die out and
cannot be fixed in the population, mutations,

tional genotypes are assumed to distribute
as a 'hyperblob' which means a cluster or
an island, and connectivity between hyperblobs is estimated using the theory of regular languages and the random graph theory. It is shown that the logarithmic value
of the threshold density approximately decreases with an increase in the genotype

namely, slight modifications of genotypes, can-

length.

tional steps.

Introduction
Proteins are fundamental functional units of
living organisms. The evolvahility (the possibility of evolution of various kinds) of living
things is greatly dependent upon the evolvabil-

ity of proteins; hence, to enhance the evolvability of an evolutionary system, we have

to augment the possible evolution of various proteins. The evolvability of protein
molecules has been argued by several authors

to date. About thirty years ago, MaynardSmith (Maynard Smith, 1970) argued that 'if
evolution by natural selection is to occur, func-

tional proteins must form a continuous network which can be traversed by unit mutational steps without passing through nonfunc-

tional intermediates.' In 1991, Lipman et al.
(Lipman and Wilbur, 1991) conducted a numerical experiment using a two-dimensional
conformation model of artificial proteins proposed by Lau et al. (Lau and Dill, 1989;
Lau and Dill, 1990). Lipman et al. confirmed
that the fictional proteins satisfy MaynardSmith's condition. As these authors pointed
out, the evolvability of proteins is largely determined by the connectivity of functional (viable) genotypes in the protein genotype space.

not search for various functional genotypes
if the functional genotypes are sparsely distributed in the genotype space. For high
evolvability, the functional proteins have to be

densely distributsteps so that the functional
genotypes are interconnected by unit mutaRecently, by focusing on the secondary

structure of RNA molecules, Schuster et al.
(Reidys el al., 1997a; Reidys el al., 1997b;
Reidys, 1997; Schuster, 1997; Reidys el al.,
1998) studied the genotype space of the RNA
base sequence and analyzed the connectivity
of ncs.vlral neíworks. Their neutral network
is a graph whose vertices represent genotypes
with the same secondary structure and whose
edges represent mutational changes between
genotypes. They applied random graph theory to this network and derived a formula for
the minimum occurrence probability of neutral mutants to ensure the high connectivity
of a neutral network. However, as Schuster
described in his paper (Schuster, 1997), their
arguments arc principally based upon the assumption that 'sequences folding into the same

structure are (almost) randomly distributed
in sequence space. This prediction by inverse folding (Hofacker el al., 1994) is valid
for the RNA secondary structure; and yet for
the conformations of protein molecules, it is
expected that the amino acid sequences that
create the same three-dimensional structure
are distributed in an island-like way in the sequence space (Nishikawa, 1993). Protein genotypes with the same phenotype are likely to be
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unevenly distributed, so that we cannot adopt
the sanie assumption as Sliuster's for the analysis of the protein genotype space.

that the possibility of mutation bringing about

the transition from one blob to another blob
is extraordinarily small. This caused overestimation of the connection (transition) probability. Second, mutational modifications causing
changes in the genotype length (deletion and
insertion of amino acids) were neglected, and
only the substitution of amino acid bases was
considered as a modification of the genotype.
The present paper remedies these problems
and studies the variable-length protein geno-

type space. A set of genotypes with the
same phenotype is referred to as a hyperbiob
or hblob (which includes genotypes with different lengths), and the hblob is considered
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Figure 1: Basic concept of the genotype space
analysis using blob distribution. (a) and (b)
are symbolized figures of protein genotype space,

and (c) and (d) are the corresponding mutation
graphs. In (a) and (b), all genotypes arc classified into functional ones (colored black) or nonfunctional ones (colored white). An undirected
edge occurs between a node pair of the mutation
graph if and only if corresponding blobs arc interconnected in the genotype space. Evolvability is
low for (a) and (e), and high for (b) and (d).

Based upon these notions, the author has
recently analyzed the fixed-length genotype
space of proteins and derived a quantitative
condition for high evolvability (Suzuki, 2000a;
Figure 1 shows the baSuzuki, 2000b).

sic concept of these papers (Suzuki, 2000a;
Suzuki, 2000b). Protein genotypes with the
same phenotype (function) are assumed to distribute as a blob which means a cluster or an
island. A blob pair was regarded to be interconnected by mutation if they are adjacent

or overlap in the genotype space, and, applying random graph theory (Bollobas, 1985;
Palmer, 1985), the connectivity between blobs
was quantitatively estimated. Although the
studies reported in these papers first succeeded
in formulating the minimum density of functional proteins to make a system evolvable, the
studies had the following serious drawbacks.

First, even if a pair of blobs are adjacent or
overlap (have one common genotype at least),
the size of a typical blob (hiere 'size' means the
number of included genotypes) is so enormous

to be interconnected with another by mutation if the ratio of the size of the region
common to another hblob compared to the
size of the hbhob is larger than some constant value. (The constant value is determined from the computational resource used
in the system.) Like previous studies (Suzuki,
2000a; Suzuki, 2000b), the connectivity between hbhobs is represented by a graph called
a mutation graph whose nodes correspond to
hblohs and whose directed edges represent mutational transitions between hbiobs. (Note

that unlike previous studies, the edges of the
mutation graph for hyperbhobs are directed
ones.) It is known from the random graph
theory (Bohlobas, 1985; Palmer, 1985) that
the connectivity of a random graph dramatically changes when the ratio of the edge num-

ber to the node number passes a particular
threshold value. After conducting an experiment confirimng this result for a directed random graph (Section II), two numerical estimations are made for the minimum hblob number
needed for high connectivity of the mutation
graph (Section III). The first one actually prepares a mutation graph of randomly created
hblobs and studies the growth ofita connectivity. From this experiment it is shown in Section IV that there is a threshold hblob number

distinguishing between a region wherein the
connectivity hardly increases with the hblob
number and a region wherein the connectivity swiftly increases with the hblob number.
The second calculation uses a prediction by
the random graph theory. The occurrence
probability of a directed edge in the mutation
graph is measured using a Monte Carlo estimation method, and from this probability, the
threshold hblob number is calculated (Section
IV). The threshold values estimated by the two
methods are compared.
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Preliminary Experiment
This section's purpose is to conduct a numerical experiment for a directed random graph
and derive an experimental formula relating
the threshold node number to the occurrence
probability of a directed edge. Before moving on to this experiment, it will be helpful
to first describe the growth of connectivity of
an undirected random graph briefly. Let N be
the order (number of vertices) of an undirected
random graph and M be the number of undirected edges of the random graph. According
to the random graph theory (Bollobas, 1985;

begins to increase after N passes a particular
threshold value N. N is determined experimentally as
(2)
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Palmer, 1985), it is known that when M <
N/2, the orders of components (connected
subgraphs) of a graph are much smaller than
N, whereas when M > N/2, a giant compo-
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nent is likely to emerge in the graph and the order of the largest component is comparable to
N. Hence, if we express the occurrence proba-

bility of an undirected edge between a pair of
nodes by P, the threshold node number N of
an undirected random graph is given by
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In (Suzuki, 2000b), the author numerically
studied the growth of connectivity of an undirected random graph and showed that when
N passes N given by Eq. (1), the ratio of the
average number of reachable nodes from one

node compared to N suddenly begins to increase and swiftly approaches one.

A similar thing happens to a directed random graph. Let N he the total order of a

directed random graph, N be the threshold
number of N, P be the occurrence probability of a directed edge that connects a pair of
nodes in a particular direction, and e be the
ratio of the average number of reachable nodes
from one node by directed edges compared to

N. We start the experiment with N = 0, add
nodes one by one, generate directed edges be-

tween a new node and older nodes using P,
revise a reachable node list according to the
connectivity, and calculate e from the reachable node list. Numerical trials are conducted
ten times using a different random number sequence for each given P value. Figure 2 shows
a part of the results given for different values

of P. As is clearly shown in this figure, for
a directed random graph as well, e suddenly

Figure 2: The growth of e as a function of N for
a directed random graph with (a) P = 0.02 or (b)
P = 0.005. The straight vertical lines represent
N values given by Eq. (2).

Methods to Analyze Evolvability
Hyperbiobs Represented by
Regular Expressions
In this paper, the author represents a protein
genotype by a sequence (string) of I characters chosen among K different characters (K
is a fixed number and I is a variable). For a
natural protein, an character can be compared
to an amino acid base (I is about several hundred and K
20), and for a subroutine of
a machine-language programming system like
Tierra (Ray, 1992; Ray, 1997; Ray and Hart,
1998), an character can be compared to an in-

struction (I is about several dozen and K =
32). In both example systems, the genotype
of a protein/subroutine includes functionally
important bases/instructions and functionally

unimportant bases/instructions. The substitution or deletion of functionally important
bases/instructions crucially changes the entire
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function of the molecule/subroutine, whereas
the substitution, deletion, or even insertion of
functionally unimportant bases/instructions
usually has no influence on the functionality
of the entire molecule/subroutine. Considering this characteristic, here we represent a hyperblob (a set of neighboring genotypes with

551 5'

Lenit-F iiIspi.:

the same function) by a sequence of I 'unsubstitutable' (functionally important) characters including insertions of arbitrary numbers of 'substitutable' (functionally unimportant) characters. I sequences are allowed to

I ÌhiIi' i ieciii'fl dt

be inserted between some choice of positions
between the unsubstitutable characters, and
for each inserted sequence, characters are chosen out of I substitutable characters. Here

the parameter ranges are O<I<I, O<I<I+1,
O<K5<K.
Such a set of sequences is simply represented
by a kind of regular expression used in the theory of formal languages (Hoperoft and UlIman,
1969; Hoperoft and Ullman, 1979). Let, for

example, an character set be represented by
(K = 4). A regular expression for
an hblob on this character set is a formula like

Figure 3: Symbolized picture of a hyperblob in
the variable-length protein genotype space. The
size of the length-I subapace increases exponentially with I. An hblob covers a cone-like region
whose apex is located in the length-lu subspace
and whose base can extend freely toward large I
values.

(3)

in a regular expression are the same (hereafter,

where '' represents concaenaÍion ('.' is often
omitted), '+' represents anion (or or), and

this is assumed throughout the paper). Then
s(I;I,I5,K5) is approximately given by

x = i + X + XX + xxx +

is a closure operation (1 represents a null
string). Eq. (3) can he considered to represent an hiblob by regarding the terms ce and
/3 ci as unsubstitutable characters and the closure operations (ce + )* and (/3 + + 1Y as

the insertion of substitutable characters. In
this example, the hblob parameter values arc

l, = 3, I =2, and K5 = 2 or 3.
The size of (the number of genotypes be-

longing to) hblob S(I, I, K) is formulated
as follows. As shown in Fig 3, the minimum length of the genotypes of an hblob is
It,, whereas the maximum length of the genotypes of an liblob is infinite. So, in this paper,
we limit the length of genotypes to 'max and
express S(15, I, K) by the sum of section arcas at length-I subspaces as
¡max

s(I;lu,15,Ks)

S(I,I5,K5) =

(4)

I = lu

To formulate s(I;10,I5,Ks), here the author
adopts the assumption that the values of K5

s(l;I,I5,K5)

(l_Ju+Is_1)
(5)

See Appendix A for the detailed derivation.

Transition Probability between
Hyperbiobs
The analyses in the subsequent sections are
based upon the following assumptions:

ilblobs are uniformly distributed in the
genotype space, allowing a pair of hblobs
to overlap (have common genotypes). (Although no two hblobs can overlap actually,
we here allow this possibility by assuming a
random distribution of hblobs.)

A population of protein genotypes in an
hblob visits all inner genotypes uniformly,
so that the transition probability from one
hblob to another is calculated from the ratio of the size of the overlapped region conipared to the size of the hblob.

Although the transition from hblob-(a) to
hblob-(b) actually happens ifaset of mutant
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genotypes created from hbloh-(a) overlaps
with hblob-(b), we assumes that the transition happens only if hblob-(a) overlaps with
hblob-(b).

SttrI

L) r

Figure 4 symbolically shows the definition of

the transition probability between a pair of
hblobs. Using the last two assumptions, the
transition probability from hblob-(a) to hblob(b) is

r._5..

S(aA b)
5(a)
-

ç
Il

F»il
(6)

Figure 5: (a) NFA that accepts Expr. (Ta), and
(b) NFA that accepts Expr. (7b). Black dots represent states, straight arrows correspond to unsubstitutable characters, and loops correspond to
closure operations (substitutable characters).
Uhksb-(h

.û.(ß+)*./3.(?+6)*,

(7a)
(7b)

The parameter values for these hblobs are
j(a) = 3, ja) = 2, and
= 2 for hblob-

(.)erhijspod rmn

(a)andI (b) =3,I(b) =3,andI5(b) =2for
Figure 4: Symbolized figure of hblobs and corresponding mutation graph. S(a), S(b), and S(aAb)
are the size of hblob-(a), hblob-(b), and the overlapped region, respectively. In this figure, a di-

rected edge from hblob-(a) to hblob-(b) occurs
because the transition probability Tb satisfies
= S(a A b)/S(a) > ro, whereas a directed
edge from hblob-(b) to hblob-(a) does not occur
because Tb_ = S(a A b)/S(b) <r0.

To calculate S(a A b), here we use the reg-

ular expression for an liblob and the nondeterministic finite automaton (NFA) which
accepts the regular expression (lloperoft and
Ullman, 1969; Hoperoft and UlIman, 1979).
If we are given two regular expressions for a
pair of hblobs, we can make two NFAs that

hblob-(b). NFAs that accept these expressions

are shown in Fig. 5, and the schematic figures of these NFAs and the combined NFA are
shown in Fig. 6. A string accepted by the NFA
in Fig. 6(c) is accepted by both original NFAs,

so that genotypes included in the overlapped
(common) region of the two original hblobs is
represented by regular expressions accepted by

the NFA in Fig. 6(c), or in other words, the
paths that begin at the starting state and end
at the final state of Fig. 6(c). In the present
example, there are two paths represented by
the regular expression

../3 .ß

(8)

accept those expressions, combine those NFAs
into one NFA, and derive a regular expression
accepted by the combined NFA. The obtained
regular expression represents genotypes common with the two original regular expressions.

Here, the parameter values for tise first term

The author illustrates this procedure in the

sion; and yet for simplicity, here we assume

following.

that PT5's in a common regular expression have

Let the character set he {cr, /3, y, 6] (K = 4)
and a pair of hblobs (hblob-(a) and hbloh-(b))
be represented by regular expressions

a flat value equal to an integer nearest to

are I = 4, I = 1, and K5 = 1, and, for
the second term, I = 5, I = 2, and K = 1.
Generally speaking, the values of K5 are different for closure operations in a regular expres-

j(a)j(b)1p

(which is one for the present example). (We also apply this assumption to all
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if the transition probability from the 'initial'
hblob to the 'terminal' hblob r is larger than a
particular constant value r0. r0 is determined
so that if r > r5, a population of genotypes

y

1%

1

4.

4.11

Figure 6: Schematic figures of NFAs that accept

(a) Expr. (7a), (b) Expr. (7b), and (e) strings
common with Exprs. (7a) and (7b). Black dots
for states arc omitted here, and loops arc represented by white circles. (e) is created on the two
dimensional grid whose vertical lines correspond
to arrows of (a) and whose horizontal lines correspond to arrows of (b). In (e), a vertical arrow
occurs if and only if the corresponding state of (b)
has a loop whose character set includes the character of (a), a horizontal arrow occurs if and only
if the corresponding state of (a) has a loop whose
character set includes the character of (b), a loop
occurs if and only if the corresponding states of
and (b) have loops whose character sets have
common elements, and an oblique arrow occurs if
and only if the corresponding arrows of (a) and
have the same character.

distributed in an hblob might be able to find a
common region with another hhlob in a practical waiting time. (For natural proteins which
have an enormous number of individuals in
each generation, the value of r5 is extremely
small, but for an ALife system that is run in
a computer, tise r0 value is taken to be rather
large depending upon the computational resources used in tise experiment.)
The evolvability of proteins is measured by
the connectivity of the mutation graph. Let
the 'evolvability ratio' e be defined as tise ratio
of the average number of reachable nodes from

one node compared to the total node number of the mutation graph. When e is large
and comparable to one (e
1), there is a
strong possibility that evolution starting with
one genotype will explore through the whole
genotype space by mutational transitions between hblobs and create a variety of genotypes
in time. This makes proteins highly evolvable.

When e is much smaller than one (e < 1),
on tite other hand, most hblobs are isolated
and evolution starting at one genotype is very

likely to be confined to the initial hbloh or
its neighborhood and mutation cannot explore
through possible hhlobs in the genotype space.
This makes proteins less evolvable.

As was shown in the preliminary experisubsequent analyses.) Finally the transition
probability T...b is derived as

S(4, 1, 1)+ 8(5,2,1)
8(3,2,2)

ment, if a directed edge in the mutation graph
occurs randomly according to the occurrence
probability P Prob(r > r0), it is expected
that e of tise mutation graph will begin to in-

(9)

crease drastically with the hblob number N

Strictly speaking, there is a possibility that
regular expressions corresponding to different

after N exceeds sorne tlsreshold value N. The
author evaluates this threshold value with two
different methods in the following section.

paths in the combined NFA have common

Direct Method

=

strings; however we approximately neglected
this possibility and calculated tise numerator
of Eq. (9) by the sum of the sizes of the common regular expressions. This approximation
is also applied to all subsequent calculations.
Eq. (9) can be evaluated for a fixed value 'max
by substituting Eqs. (4) and (5).

Directed Mutation Graph
A directed mutation graph is a graph whose
nodes correspond to hhlobs and whose directed edges represent mutational transitions
between hblohs (Fig. 4). A directed edge con-

necting a pair of liblobs occurs if and only

Tise first method is a direct one that creates
a real example of the mutation graph of generated hblobs. In this method, regular expressions representing hblobs are created one by
one using a random number sequence, the con-

nectivity between a newly created hhlob and
previous hblohs is checked using the method of
NFAs, the mutation graph is created according
to the connectivity, and the evolvabihity ratio
e is calculated from the mutation graph.
The hblob size S is determined by the hblob
parameters 1u Is' K5 and the maximum geno-

type length Irnos (Eqs. (4) and (5)). In the
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experiment, 'mas is fixed to a particular con-

stant number, and the values for I, I and
arc variously determined using Beta distributions. Beta distribution is a convenient
probability distribution function on the range
[0,1] whose mean and variance are freely chosen by adjusting parameters.

Prnin(Iu)

!BET

(;mno-min)(iOa)

PinsUs)

JBET

1;nso-ins)10b)

!BET (;Psub

Psub(Ks)

Figure
o-sub)

Beta

7:

distributions

given

by

Eqs. (lla)''(llc) substituted with ji = 0.4 and

.

o-

= 0.07 or ji = 0.7 and o- = 0.05.

p... (X)s are normalized so as to satisfy

(X)
i and faET is a Beta distribution given by

-

fBE-r(x; t, o-)

V=
w

B(v,w)

(i)(23
cr

p,

(lia)
(lib)

)
(lic)

y and w are determined so that p and o- might
be the average and the standard deviation of
a Beta distribution, respectively Throughout
this paper, we use Pmin = 0.4, o-min = 0.07,
I-tins = 0.7, o-ms = 0.05, f.tsub = 0.7, and
= 0.05 (Fig. 7). 1ins and Psub are taken
in order to consider a
to be larger than p
situation which allows the insertion of a fairly

larger number of redundant characters than
functionally important characters.
Numerical trials are conducted twenty times
using different random number sequences, and
for each trial, e is calculated as a function of N.
The simulation is conducted on a Linux com-

puter with Pentium II processor (333MHZ)
and 128MB main memory.

'mas, K, Pmin, o-mis, Pins, o-ms, Psub, o-sub, and
r0

and formulated as

P(Imax, R, Pmin, o-min,Pins, o-ms, Psub, o-sub, ro)

p(J(a),(b) 1(a)1(b) ,t(a)
i(a)
0< pmin(J(a))pmjn(I(b))pins(I(a))

xpmfls(I)ps5b(K)p5UbU'.t). (12)
To calculate P(I (a) ,..., R (b) ), we randomly
generate a large number of pairs of hblob-(a)
and hblob-(b), cheek if the transition probabilities between pairs (r.bs) are larger than r0
or not one by one, and calculate P = Prob(r>
r0) statistically. The trial number of pairs is

chosen so that at least five pairs of hblobs
might satisfy r > r0 or the number might
not exceed one million. Since this calculation
procedure is awfully time-consuming, the author adopts the following approximations to

make an estimation within a practical waiting time. First, the author limits the number
of paths in the combined NFA to 500,000 and
discards paths exceeding this number. Second,
the summation of Eq. (12) is carried out only
for the terms satisfying

pmin(I)

Monte Carlo Method
The second method calculates the edge's oc-

currence probability P by the Monte Carlo
method and estimates N from theoretical
formula Eq. (2) directly. Here we again
assume that the hblob-size parameters I,

I, and K5 obey the Beta distributions in
Eqs. (lOa)'-'(lOc). Based upon this distribu-

tion, the expected value of P is a function of

.

X Psub(R») > Pth

using pth determined by the condition that the
partial sum óf pmin(I) X X Psub(K») exceeds 0.95. In addition, the terms satisfying

O.8(I» + i) ? 'max are also omitted from
the summation because for these terms, the
length (I values) of paths in the combined
NFA is very likely to exceed 'max. The calculated P is renormalized by the partial sum
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Of pm(I)

X

X

psubU»). Tue evalua-

tion program was written in C language and
run on the same computer as that used in the
experimental method.

Density of Functional Genotypes
In this subsection, the author describes the
relation between the hblob number N and
the density of functional protein genotypes p.
If we neglect the overlapped regions between
liblobs, a N value can be transformed to a p
value using the average size of hblob S as

0.2

0.15

NxS

-

0.!

Total number of genotypes

e

NxS

x jf
K-1
= NxSx
Jtfmax+i - 1

0.05

(13)

00

-.
500

1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500
N

Like P, S is calculated by
(In,ax,K,/1mun,0min,I1ins,0ins,/1sub,cTsub)

S(Iu,1s,Ks)pmiri(Iu)

=
¡ti

IS

JCs

(14)

xpIfl5(I5)p5b(K5).
Eq.

(14)

is

evaluated

numerically

Figure 8: Evolvability ratio e as a function of
hblob number N given by the direct method. Parameter values arc 'max = 20, K = 10, ¡Lmin

0.4, amin = 0.07, ti55 = 0.7, O,ns = 0.05,

= 0.7,
= 0.05, and (a) r5 0.0001 or
(b) r0 = 0.0003. The vertical straight tines show
the theoretical estimation of N given from the
extrapolation in Fig. 9(a).

using

Eqs. (4), (5), and (10a)'-'(10c). Eq. (13) is
used for relating the threshold number N to
the threshold density of functional proteins Pc

Results
Figure 8 shows the results of the direct method

given from a three-day simulation run. From
this figure, we can conclude that the evolvability ratio e increases with the hblob number N. Compared to Fig. 2, it is harder to
observe the existence of the threshold number

N in these figures: and yet there certainly
exists a positive number N below which e
hardly increases with N and above which e
increases fairly swiftly with N. These values
are Nc 200 for (a) and N '-' 750 for (b).
When the number of hblobs is smaller than
these threshold values (N < Ne), e is very
likely to be near zero and mutation cannot easily cause changes from one hblob to another,
resulting in limited protein evolvability. When
the number of hiblobs is larger than tins value

(N > Ne), on the other hand, the number of
liblobs reachable from one functional genotype

swiftly increases with the number of hblobs.

When this happens, mutation can explore very
widely through the genotype space and create
a variety of functional protein genotypes, resulting in high protein evolvability. Accord-

ingly, N can be regarded as the threshold
value used for evaluating the extent of evolvability.

The reason why e does not increase drastically above the threshold values is inferred as
follows. In the present experiment, the hblob

parameters 'u, 's, and K are chosen from
the Beta distributions, and the sizes of created hbiobs are diversely distributed. Because
the occurrence probabilities of directed edges
are strongly dependent upon the hblob sizes
(Fig. 4), the difference in hbiob sizes causes
an uneven distribution of the occurrence probabilities of directed edges. This is considered
to hinder e from increasing drastically in the

region N > N.
Figure 9 shows the results of the Monte
Carlo method given by a five-day simulation
run. Because the Monte Carlo trial number
increases extraordinarily with an increase in
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was studied. A set of variable-length genotypes included in an hblob was expressed using
the regular expression, and a method was established to estimate the connectivity between
a pair of hblobs using the theory of the regular
languages and automata. The connectivity of
all hblobs was represented by a directed mutation graph, and by evaluating the connectivity, the minimum number of hyperblobs for
high connectivity was calculated. lt was concluded that the logarithmic value of the minimum density of functional genotypes for high
evolvability approximately decreases with the
maximum length of a protein genotype.
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(b)
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Evolvahility has been one of the most widely

0.001

studied topics in the study of artificial life.
Bedau et al. (Bedau and Packard, 1992;
Bedau el al., 1998; Rechtseiner and Bedau,

0.0001

1999) have proposed using the neutral shadow
le-050
5

lO
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20

25

Figure 9: (a) Threshold hblob number N and
(b)threshold density of functional genotypes p as
a function of maximum genotype length 'mas under different values of r0. The other parameter
= 0.07,
values are K
10, #mi = 0.4,
0.7, 0'jns = 0.05, Psub = 0.7, and
=
Pins
0.05. The dotted lines and black circles show the
extrapolation for the values at 'max = 20. (b) was
calculated from (a) using Eq. (13).

'max, the results are given only for the limited
ranges of 'max. We can say from Fig. 9(a) that

log N approximately increases linearly with
'max in the regions of larger 'max By extrapolating from this dependence, the author estimated the N values for 'max = 20, which
are shown in Fig. 8 by vertical straight lines.
Although the agreement between the two evaluation methods is not a precise one, the Monte
Carlo method is considered to succeed in making a rough estimation of N in spite of a number of assumptions and approximations in the
calculation.

Figure 9(h) says that for a fixed r0, log Pc
approximately decreases linearly with 'max although in the regions of larger 'mas, the values
deviate from this law depending upon r0.

Discussion
To quantitatively estimate the evolvability of
natural or artificial proteins, a hyperbiob representing neighboring genotypes with the same

function was introduced and its connectivity

model of a target system as a no-adaptation
null hypothesis; Ray et al. (Standish, 1999;
Ray and Xu, 2000) have studied several evolvability measures in Tierra; and the author and
Ray (Suzuki and Ray, 2000) have proposed a
set of design criteria to enhance the evolvabil-

ity of an ALife system using a target system
named SeMar (Suzuki, 1998; Suzuki, 1999;
Suzuki, 2000e). Among them, the author's approach (Suzuki, 2000a; Suzuki, 2000b) has a
unique characteristic in that it tries to study
the distribution of functional genotypes in the
whole protein genotype space. Although the
results given in this paper (Fig. 9) cover only a
limited region of parameter values, if more numerical experiments are conducted using the
parameter values tailored for proteins (that is,
functional units) of an ALife system, a derived
Pr value might be used as a threshold value to

discern whether or not the system has high
evolvabihity. In order to make an ALife system highly evolvable, the system design must
be optimized so that the p value (which can be
estimated statistically) might be greater than
p (Suzuki and Ray, 2000).

Appendix A: Derivation of
Eq. (5)
s(I;Ju,Is,Ks)

is

the number of different

strings with length I generated by the expansion of closure operations in a regular expression. That is approximately given by the product of the number of different index sets for
the closure operations (represented by the repeated combination) and the number of different substitutable character sets in a string;
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Ray, T.S., Hart, J.: Evolution of differentiated
. Its f-lu

s(I; I, I, R)

(II+Ji
'S'
k,S

Note that there is a possibility that the righthand side of this equation might be an oyeres-

timation on account of the repeated counting
of the same string. For example, although the
expansion of (ci + ß) 'Q . (ci + ß) generates
only 3 strings with length two (escs, csß, and

ßcs), Eq. (5) gives s(2; 1,2,2) = () x 2 = 4.
This is because the string escs is counted twice
by distinguishing '1 ci es' and 'es
1'.
.

.
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